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Examples from 1st week assignments: 
discontinuity, periodicity (too much stuff)

 



Examples from 1st week assignments: 
periodicity, F0 (something missing?)



Examples from 1st week assignments: pauses 
between words (orthographical substratum)

 There. Are. No. Pauses. Between. Words. In. Natural. 
Speech.



Examples from 1st week assignments: f0 
discontinuity



Still a bit more about exercises

 The amplitude continuities were mostly fine

 Spectral mismatches...



Stress

 Stressed syllable (word stress) is marked by changes in
 Duration
 F0
 Amplitude

 Typically this means lengthening, and raise in volume and 
amplitude



Sentence stress placement

 Linguistic analysis
 Parts-of-Speech
 Semantic roles

 Relevant information
 Domain
 Knowledge about the world

 New information
 Has this been seen before?



Segment durations

 Fixed (say everything 80ms) bad
 Might be used as a temporary solution when creating a new 

language

 Averages, slightly better, still bad
 This already requires some speech data
 Eg. Martti Vainio's dissertation, p. 94

 Rules
 Stress usually implies lengthening
 Utterance final segments are typically lengthened
 Hand-crafted vs. machine-learning



Duration model examples

 Festival's CART trees
 Requires a speech corpus
 Calculates averages and standardard deviations
 Builds a CART tree based on it
 Segment average duration + (leafs value * segment std dev) 

== actual duration

 HTS
 Requires a speech corpus
 Builds decision tree
 Leafs contains segments duration (and variance)



Changing speech rate

 Blind people may want to listen everythingreally fast 

 Some may require slower than usual reading

 In real life some phonemes are shortened more than 
others

 In practical application using the same rate factor for all 
work better (in my opinion)

 Required by various standards and APIs

 Short/long opposition



Intonation

 In many models the task is divided in two parts
 utterance/phrase level prosody
 Syllable level prosody (stress)
 TILT (Paul Taylor)
 Fujisaki model 
 ...

 Microprosody (has no great role in TTS)

 Brute force training from speech corpus  (HTS) (my 
favorite)



Example: Fujisaki model

 Phrase component + accent component

 Developer'sview: simple,  light-weight and easy to 
implement 



Modelling emotions

 Rule-based approach vs machine-learning from tagged 
corpus

 Typically rule-based hacky F0 and segment duratio manipulation

 Machine-learning (eg. HTS) provide an interesting alternative



F0 contour and unvoiced segments

 Not so relevant slide in this course...

 Most models calculate f0 values for unvoiced sections as 
well

 HTS does not (by default)
Can be forced to...
 ...but has it learned anything sensible?

 (I have used HTS's F0 model as part of unit selection 
target cost, so the above question is relevant at least to 
me)



F0 and Finnish utterance final creakiness

 Is creaky part voiced or unvoiced?

 Not necerrarily easy to model in HTS...

 Diphone-approach:
The diphone itself is not creaky
F0 is lowered a lot
Suopuhe: implemented as a negative accent 

component (Fujisaki model)

 Unit selection: just use what you have in the database
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